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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a method to reduce the number of object requests sent to home nodes
in hybrid decentralized web cache. Because when home nodes receive a large number of object requests, the
hotspot problem can occur. In addition, the method also provides load balancing of object requests in
delegates which are clients that can transfer web objects. The proposed method is evaluated by simulation.
The results show that the proposed method can effectively reduce request loads to home node in popular
object and has acceptable performance in load balancing of object requests in delegates.
Keywords: load balancing, hybrid decentralized web caching, object request.

1. Introduction
Web caching has been widely used to reduce the external bandwidth usage of the organization and to
reduce latency of contents downloading of the Internet users. A centralized web caching uses dedicated
machines to provide web caching. In a decentralized web caching, clients in an organization share their local
web caches to provide web caching to one another. Therefore, the decentralized web caching does not
require dedicated machines as the centralized web caching, which requires machines upgrading when the
number of clients increases.
Squirrel [1] is one of the decentralized web caching which uses Pastry [2] for routing and object locating.
Each client is assigned a node identifier called nodeID which is a 128-bit unique number calculated by
hashing its IP address. When the client’s web browser wants to download a web content called object in this
paper, it has to find a client that it will send an object request to. The web object URL is hashed to by the
same hash function given a 128-bit objectID. The client sends the object request to the client with nodeID
numerically closest to the objectID using Pastry routing. The client that it sends the object request to is called
home node. There are two schemes of Squirrel for object transferring that are home store and directory. In
the home store scheme, home nodes store web objects and therefore can transfer requested objects to
requesting clients. If home nodes do not have web objects, home nodes download web objects from the
Internet. In the directory scheme, home nodes do not store web objects, but they maintain lists of clients that
have already downloaded the web object. This list is called directory. The clients in the directory are called
delegates. When the client sends a web object request to home node, the home node randomly selects one
delegate from directory and forwards the request to that delegate. The delegate transfers the object from their
local web caches to the requesting client.
Sheng and Bastani [3] proposed another scheme of Squirrel called hybrid scheme. In this hybrid scheme,
the home nodes store web objects and maintain lists of delegates. When the client sends a web object request
to the home node, if the home node has the object, the home node transfers the object to the requesting client.
If home node does not have the object, it randomly selects a delegate from the directory and let the delegate
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transfer web object to the requesting client through the home. The hybrid scheme has a higher hit ratio
compared to home node and directory schemes. The hit ratio is the ratio of the number requests that find
objects to the number of all requests.
However, in all schemes of Squirrel, the web object requests are always firstly send to home nodes
regardless to which clients will transfer the objects. For the web objects with high popularity, home nodes
receive a large number of object requests resulting in the hotspot problem. Because clients are users’
machines which are not dedicated web caching machines, this might result in a problem of single point
failures.
In this paper, we propose a method for the hybrid scheme to reduce load of object requests from home
nodes of popular objects and to balance the load of object requests among delegates. The simulation results
show that the proposed method can reduce the object request loads in home node of high popular web
objects and show acceptable results of load balancing in delegates of high popular web objects.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Next sections explain related work. Then, the proposed method
is explained in Section 3. Section 4 explains about simulation and simulations results. Section 5 concludes
this paper.

2. Related Works
There are many researched proposed load balancing in decentralized web cache or similar work [4][5][6].
However, load balancing of object requests for high popular web objects is not yet considered.
Duan and Gu [4] propose a self adaptive load balancing strategy dedicated for web cache cluster. In this
approach, the front end of web cache cluster receives all incoming client requests in the system and
distributes them to back ends. The front end obtains the load information from back end to balance the load
among Web Cache cluster. However, this scheme does not consider the object request loads in front end. The
front end has a high load of request exactly because all clients must request the objects through them.
Ananth, et al. [5] propose the load balancing algorithm for peer-to-peer system by uses the concept of
virtual server. A virtual server likes a single node in the DHT but each physical node can be responsible for
one or more virtual server. Load balancing is achieved by transferring virtual servers from heavily loaded
nodes to lightly loaded nodes. However, this scheme has a higher movement cost for transferring between
the nodes. It increases internal bandwidth usage of the organization and latency for users.
Godfrey, et al. [6] propose the load balancing that similar a concept of virtual server. Their algorithm
considers the system in which data items are continuously inserted and deleted and nodes join and depart the
system continuously. However, the request messages of popular object are arrived to responsible node. It has
a higher load at single node.
The observation of load balancing algorithm in these proposes that specifically with system architecture
and their environment. These researches do not consider the request message balancing. In our knowledge in
our literature review, we did not found method for the hybrid scheme to reduce load of object requests from
home nodes of popular objects and to balance the load of object requests among delegates.

3. Proposed Method
In the hybrid scheme, home nodes and delegates can transfer requested objects. However, object requests
have to be sent to home nodes first. Home nodes of high popular web objects can have a problem of hotspot.
With the proposed method, the requesting clients can send object requests to delegates directly instead of
sending them to home node. To achieve this, there must be information of available delegates of high
popular web objects distributed to clients. The performance of load balancing depends on the method to
distribute this information. Clients without information of objects’ delegates can still send requests to their
home nodes. This section explains details of the proposed method. In section, firstly, the popular directory
used in the purposed method is explained. Then, modified method for clients to sends object requests is
explained. Finally, how to do load balancing of delegates is explained.

3.1.

Popular Directory
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We proposed the method to solve the problem that home nodes receive a large number of object requests
of high popular web objects. Clients send object requests to home node using Pastry because they do not
have other information of where they can get objects. Therefore, we propose the method that provides clients
information of delegates of objects so they can send requests to delegates directly. With our proposed
method, each client will maintain the new information called popular directory. The popular directory in
each client contains objectIDs, popular count, and IP address of delegates for each objectID of high
requested objectIDs with distribution count. When the client sends the object request to the home node, the
home node selects information from popular directory and sends this information back to the requesting
client. This information sent by home node is called popular information. The client updates its popular
directory from the received popular information, and it can also distribute the update directory to other
clients when it receives object requests. As a result, clients have more information of delegates of popular
objects so they can send request directly to delegate instead of home nodes. The method for clients to send
object requests is explained in section 3.2. Additionally, the method how home node selects popular
information from popular directory is also explained in section 3.3.
The web popularity follows the Zipf-like distribution [7]. The objects in top 1% of popularity rank of
objects account for 20% to 35% of number of all requests. Furthermore, the objects in top 10% of popularity
rank account for 45% to 55% of number of all requests. Therefore, it is not necessary for popular to store all
objectIDs. The optimal number of objectIDs that popular directory should store in the popular directory is an
open issue for further research in this paper.

3.2.

Web Object Requesting

The method for clients to send object requests is modified in the proposed method to reduce load from
object requesting of home nodes. When the client wants to request the web object, it firstly checks from its
local cache. If the object is found, the client retrieves the object from its local cache. If the object is not in its
local cache, the client checks the popular directory. If the objectID is found in the popular directory, the
client sends the object request to the delegate of the objectID. Conversely, if the objectID is not in the
popular directory, the clients send requests to the home node of that object. When the home node receives
the object request, if it has the object, it can send the object to the requesting client. Conversely, if it does not
have the object, it randomly selected a delegate from its directory to forward the request to. It then updates
its directory adding this client into the directory. In other words, in the proposed method, only clients
requesting objects from home nodes will be added to directory of home nodes. The algorithm of clients
sending request is shown in Fig. 1.

3.3.

Popular Directory Distribution

Clients with popular directory with object that it wants can sends request to delegates directly. Therefore,
load balancing among delegates of each object depends on popular information distributed from clients. In
popular directory, each client stores objectID, popular count of the object, and IP addresses of delegates of
that objectID with distribute count as previously explained. The popular count stores the number of how
many times that the object has been requested from the node. If the popular directory is full, the objectID
with smallest popular counts will be removed from the popular directory. The distribute count is used to
count of how many times that the delegate is distributed for its objectID.
For the objectID with more than one delegate, in order to balance load from requests, when the home
node distributes popular information, it selects only one delegate distributed with popular information. The
delegate with smallest distribute count will be selected. If there are more than one delegate with the same
smallest distribute count, the client randomly selects one of them. After the delegate is selected, its attribute
count is increased by one. When any client, which is not the home node, receives popular information having
the same objectID but different delegate, it will update its popular directory by replacing the delegate with
the new one from popular information. By using this distribute count, the home node tries to distribute
delegates of each object to clients in the organization equally. However, because information of popular
directory is also re-distributed to other nodes, the number of delegates of each object in all clients might vary.
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Requesting Client:
check local cache;
if local_found then
retrieve the object;
else
look-up popular directory;
if delegate_found then
send request to delegate;
if remote_hit then
get object from other node;
else
send request to home node;
if remote_hit then
get object from other node;
else
send request to original web server
send object to home node;
end if
end if
else
send request to home node;
if remote_hit then
get object from other node;
else
send request to original web server
send object to home node;
end if
end if
cache the object;
update popular directory;
end if

Home node:
receive a request message;
check local cache;
if local_found then
send remote_hit and the object;
else
look-up directory;
if directory is empty then
send remote_miss;
else
get the object from other node;
send remote_hit and the object;
end if
cache object;
end if
update directory;
select popular objects and their delegate;
if num_delegate > 1 then
select delegate with smallest distribute_count
end if
update popular directory;
send popular directory;
Delegate node:
receive a request message;
check local cache;
if local_found then
send remote_hit and the object;
else
send remote_miss;
end if
send popular directory;

Fig. 1: Algorithms of requesting clients, home node, and delegate in the proposed method

4. Performance Evaluation
In this section, we use trace-driven simulation implemented by Java to evaluate the performance of the
proposed method. We compare the results of the proposed method to the original hybrid scheme. We first
compare the number of requests sent to home. Then, we compare the coefficient of standard deviation of
number of requests of each object on its. Finally, we compare the number of hit ratios.

4.1.

Simulation experiments

The simulation is created under the condition shown in Table 1. The number of access of each object in
each rank is generated under Zipf-law distribution with α = 0.7. Requests are randomly generated in each
client corresponding to simulation parameters in Table 1. The ten sets of simulations are run to evaluate the
performance.
Table 1 simulation parameters

4.2.

Environment Parameter

Value

Number of node

100

Number of object

100000

Number of request

350000

Object size

100KB

Cache size

50MB

Simulation Results
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Figure 2 shows the number of requests
r
receeived by hom
me node in each
e
object rrank of propo
osed methodd
compared too the hybrid scheme. Thee hybrid scheeme here meeans the hybrrid scheme pproposed in the
t referencee
[3]. The rannk is in ordeer from highhest populariity to less popularity
p
froom rank 1 too rank 2200
0 as they aree
considered to be the poopular objectts. The resultt shows that the proposeed method caan reduce the number off
requests froom home noddes especiallyy object withh high popullation. The looads from reequests in home nodes off
popular objject can be reduced
r
from
m 6% to 90%
%. The objeccts with veryy high popuularity gets much
m
benefitt
from the prooposed methhod.
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r
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Fig. 3: coeffficient of varriation values of number of requests sent to delegates oof each rank

The perrformance of
o load balanncing of thee proposed method
m
is allso evaluatedd. The results of hybridd
scheme are calculated but
b are not shown
s
in thee figure. In hybrid
h
schem
me, delegatess are rarely used
u
or onlyy
few objects are downloaaded from deelegates. Forr example, ob
bjects with high
h
populariity, home no
odes transmitt
all objects and
a delegatees do not recceive any reqquests at all.. This showss the problem
m that deleg
gates have too
store objectts but they arre not used too transfer obbjects. This gives
g
problem
ms from bothh request loaad and objectt
transferringg load to hom
me nodes. Thherefore, to evaluate
e
the performancee of load ballancing, we compare thee
proposed method
m
to dirrectory schem
me instead. Figure
F
3 sho
ows coefficieent of variatiion values of
o number off
requests sennt to delegattes of each rank.
r
The figgure shows results
r
of thee proposed m
method com
mpared to thee
directory sccheme. The lower valuee shows the better
b
perforrmance. The clients that are used to be
b delegatess
but later reemove objeccts from theeir caches are
a also cou
unted as the number off delegates used
u
in thiss
calculation. For objects with very hiigh popularitty that is the first 500 rannks, the propoosed method
d has a betterr
performance. The perfoormance degrrades with obbjects with less
l
populariity. This can be explaineed that in thee
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proposed method,
m
deleggates might be
b distributeed into clientts’ popular directories
d
unnequally beccause clientss
can forwardds popular information
i
to other noodes as men
ntioned earliier. This afffects the loaad balancingg
performance. In directorry scheme, home
h
nodes make
m
a decission that requuests should be sent whicch delegates..
This decisioon is considered to be centralization
c
n. It should be
b noted herre that the ddirectory scheeme and thee
hybrid scheeme are not designed
d
to make
m
clients send requestt to delegatess at the first pplace like in our method..
All requestss are firstly sent
s to home nodes so hom
me nodes caan suffer from
m the requestt loads.
the hit ratio of the popuular objects in
In the simulations,
s
i proposed method com
mpared to thee hit ratio inn
hybrid scheeme is also caalculated. Thhe proposed method
m
has hit
h ratio of 0.904 while thhe hybrid sch
heme has hitt
ratio of 0.915. The num
mber of hits ratio
r
in the proposed metthod is slighttly less than the hybrid scheme.
s
Thiss
is because sometimes
s
w
when
delegattes replace obbjects from their
t
caches,, they inform
m home nodees to removee
them from directories.
d
H
However,
hom
me nodes cannot update other clientss to remove immediately.. This resultss
in clients seent request too clients that no long have objects.

5. Concllusion
In this paper, we proposed
p
thee method to reduce load
ds of objectt requests inn home nodees of hybridd
decentralizeed web cachiing and to baalance loads of requests of
o delegates.. In the proposed method
d, clients usee
popular direectory to storre informatioon of delegattes of populaar objects. Cllients can alsso share this informationn
to other clients by sendding popularr informationn. Thereforee, clients cann send requeests directly to delegatess
instead of home
h
nodes. The proposeed method also
a tries to balance
b
loadds of requestss sends amon
ng delegatess
for each obbject. The siimulation results show that
t
the prop
posed methood has a verry good perrformance inn
reducing reequest loads from home nodes with slightly lesss hits ratio compared to the hybrid scheme.
s
Thee
proposed method
m
also has
h an accepptable perforrmance in loaad balancingg compared tto the directtory scheme,,
while the hyybrid schemee does not usse delegates worthily.
w
In the future
fu
researcch, the optim
mum size of popular
p
direcctory should be researcheed. In additio
on, the moree
effective method
m
to disstribute inforrmation of delegates
d
or information in popular ddirectory sho
ould also bee
studies becaause it affectts the perform
mance of load balancing.
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